USS Quirinus Transcript 990830
Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- BEGIN MISSION ------------------------------------------------------
CO_Mav says:
:: steps onto the bridge ::
OpsTrebor says:
:;sits up carefully on the side of the med bed::
CSOKrauz says:
::relaxes at the Science Station::
CMO_OMlry says:
::in SB, helps Trebor::
XO_Sulek says:
::sitting at command::
SCIKoepke says:
::waits for McRae::
OpsTrebor says:
CMO:Well Doc?  Whats the decission?
CMO_OMlry says:
OPS: How are you feeling?
ENS-McRae says:
::trying to get quarters in order::
OpsTrebor says:
CMO:Wel, not 100% that is for sure.  But I feel ok.
CO_Mav says:
OPS: What's our ETA?
XO_Sulek says:
CO: On course
FCO_Braun says:
:: at the helm on course to the Mexera ::
SCIKoepke says:
::looks at her watch, notices that the guy's already 10 mins late::
CMO_OMlry says:
::looks over Trebor's latest charts::   OPS: All checks out...you need to just rest for a daoy or 2 though
CO_Mav says:
<er, FCO>
ENS-McRae says:
::remembers meeting with SCIKoepke::
CMO_OMlry says:
OPS: If you feel up to it, you can return to limited duty
SCIKoepke says:
Computer: Load character 5634
ENS-McRae says:
::heads towards holodeck at a run::
OpsTrebor says:
Doc: Hmmm, Could I do duty on the bridge?
CSOKrauz says:
::flips LRS from active to passive and begins hunting for the ionized plasma trail of the Romulan Warbirds Warp Engines::
FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Captain?  We are currently following the Mexera at warp 3...
CO_Mav says:
FCO: Oh, of course....
CMO_OMlry says:
OPS: On a LIMITED basis...
ENS-McRae says:
*SCIKoepke*: This is ENS. McRae.  I'm on my way.
SCIKoepke says:
::A tall male character appears, glowing in a neon greenish color::
SCIKoepke says:
*EO*Good.
CMO_OMlry says:
OPS: I don't want you over doing it, got it?
OpsTrebor says:
Doc: ::Grins:: Of Course, Doc, Of Course!
ENS-McRae says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Holodeck.
SCIKoepke says:
::the man bows shortly and kicks forward just as quick::
CSOKrauz says:
CO:  Captain - LRS are clean.....though I have charted 5 comets, and have a gas composition for local area space
CMO_OMlry says:
OPS: Any problems, let me know.  ::smiles back at him::
ENS-McRae says:
::arrives at holodeck and enters::
CMO_OMlry says:
OPS: Now, get going...
ENS-McRae says:
SCI: Sorry I'm late.
SCIKoepke says:
::julia flies to the ground and avoids the kick::
SCIKoepke says:
Computer: Close character.
SCIKoepke says:
EO: I thought you weren't gonna show.
CO_Mav says:
:: nods::
FCO_Braun says:
CSO:  Mr. Krauz...?  I would like to coordinate my navigation with you...
SCIKoepke says:
::gets up:: EO: Ack, it's been some time since I had a good opponent
OpsTrebor says:
CMO:Aye sir! ::hops of the bed, but has to grab hold of the edge to steady himself::
ENS-McRae says:
SCI: Just trying to get settled in and lost track of time.  All the old hosts were making "comments".
CMO_OMlry says:
::helps steady Trebor::
CSOKrauz says:
FCO:  Very well....uploading latest scans to your console....::pushes a few keys::  Space is quiet around here.....
CMO_OMlry says:
OPS: Remember, easy...
SCIKoepke says:
EO: hehe.  Do you need to warm up, or was your jog over here enough?
OpsTrebor says:
::shakes of Doc:: I am ok.  thanks.
ENS-McRae says:
::stretches to loosen up::
ENS-McRae says:
SCI: give me a minute.  Just got to get out a couple of kinks.
SCIKoepke says:
::does a split and stretches forward::
CMO_OMlry says:
OPS: If not, I will confine you to your quarters...
OpsTrebor says:
::Nods to Doc, and heads to door::
FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Captain...?  I spoke in error earlier... we are following the Mexera's last known course...
CO_Mav says:
FCO: Thought so...
ENS-McRae says:
::Suddenly launches jab at SCI's face.::
CMO_OMlry says:
::sees Trebor exit SB::
SCIKoepke says:
::throws her upper body to the ground, avoiding the hit::
SCIKoepke says:
::leaps back up and punches Mc Rae in the face::
ENS-McRae says:
::Performs back handspring to get some distance::
CSOKrauz says:
::blinks as the sensors pick up something::  CO:  Captain.....I have something...
ENS-McRae says:
::Comes on guard and circles::
CO_Mav says:
CSO: What is it?
SCIKoepke says:
::takes a quick glance at her watch and winces::
CSOKrauz says:
CO:  Checking with Memory Alpha now.........its a section of hull.....Romulan in composition....roughly 4m by 4m square
ENS-McRae says:
SCI: What's up?
OpsTrebor says:
::Exits SB and head to TL::TL: My quarters
SCIKoepke says:
Computer: Shut down program
CMO_OMlry says:
::goes over to his desk and sees communique waiting::
CO_Mav says:
CSO: This is bad news... Do some scans when we get closer. Also... where's Koepke?
SCIKoepke says:
EO: If you would have been on time, I wouldn't have been late for my shift
CMO_OMlry says:
Self: What's this?  Computer: Open communique.
FCO_Braun says:
:: notes position of object on nav map ::
SCIKoepke says:
EO: I forgot they moved my shift forward....
CSOKrauz says:
CO:  Tracking it....very little residual movement in the piece.......  Sensor pallets rotating, I should have a better look in a second
CSOKrauz says:
*SO*  Lt Koepke, report to the bridge
ENS-McRae says:
SCI: What time is it?  I think my watch stopped.  Self: Okay, which one of you guys forgot to check the time...
SCIKoepke says:
::quickly gets her uniform over her lietard:: *CSO* On my way.
CMO_OMlry says:
::he sees it is from his cousin Shamus O'Brien on the USS Valiant::
OpsTrebor says:
::enters his quaters and heads tot he shower::
CO_Mav says:
CSO: I'll have to talk to her later.
CSOKrauz says:
CO:  Lt Koepke is enroute
SCIKoepke says:
EO: 8:18
CO_Mav says:
CSO: Excellent.
CO_Mav says:
FCO: Bring us in towards the debris.
CSOKrauz says:
::bounces the LRS to maximum gain - begins charting the area::
SCIKoepke says:
::exits holodeck:: EO: We'll need to do this some other time...
SCIKoepke says:
EO: C ya.
ENS-McRae says:
*CE*: Sir, this is EO McRae.  Was there a schedule change I'm not aware of?
FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Aye, Captain... easing toward the debris...
ENS-McRae says:
SCI:  Another time.
CO_Mav says:
OPS: When we get close enough beam the piece of debris into Cargo Bay 1.
SCIKoepke says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge
SCIKoepke says:
::thinks: not again...3 times within a month?
OpsTrebor says:
::Cleans up and get a new uniform, exits quarters and heads to tl::
CMO_OMlry says:
::he reads it saying about his promotion, his new ship as Chief Engineer::
ENS-McRae says:
::Decides to head for engineering::
OpsTrebor says:
TL:Bridge
CE_Stevns says:
::moves around in quarters:: *EO* No I am just late
SCIKoepke says:
::enters bridge and hurries to console::CO: Sorry, forgot about the shift change...
ENS-McRae says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Engineering.
CMO_OMlry says:
Self: Well, nice to hear from him again...
CSOKrauz says:
::glances at Koepke and gives a brief, narrow look::
ENS-McRae says:
*CE*: Okay Sir.  ::Breathes sigh of relief that he won't get in trouble::
OpsTrebor says:
::Exits TL on the Bridge, looks around at all the activity::
CE_Stevns says:
::exits quarters and heads for TL:
SCIKoepke says:
::suddenly has to quietly laugh::
CO_Mav says:
OPS: Beam that Debris abord.
CO_Mav says:
<aboard>
CMO_OMlry says:
::finishes reading communique and begins doing some more medical update reports::
CE_Stevns says:
::enters TL:: bridge.
OpsTrebor says:
::heads to Ops console and releaves the duty crewman::
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Aye sir.
CSOKrauz says:
CO:  New target, bearing 23 mark 329 - range to target 2,300,500km and holding steady
CE_Stevns says:
::exits TL::  All:  Hello everyone
ENS-McRae says:
::Enters main engineering::
XO_Sulek says:
::nods to the CE::
FCO_Braun says:
CSO, CO:  I have noted the target on the navigational map...
CSOKrauz says:
SO::w::  Nice of you to join us today, Lieutenant
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Hull in cargo bay 2
CO_Mav says:
FCO: Bring us to bearing 23, mark 329.
ENS-McRae says:
*CE*: What are your orders sir?
XO_Sulek says:
Ops: I trust you are fit for duty?
CSOKrauz says:
::eyebrows furrow::  CO:  I am getting disturbing subspace distortions from the target.....possible quantum distortion
CMO_OMlry says:
::sees Ensign McCaig enter SB, his newest MO::
SCIKoepke says:
CSO: You can cut the sarcasm...I forgot to beat the schedule change into my head, ok?
FCO_Braun says:
CO: Aye, sir... new heading on 23, mark 329...
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Ensign, welcome.  Please sit down for a minute
OpsTrebor says:
::Throws an evil look toward Krauz, then Nods to Sulek::XO:Aye sir. I am fine.
SCIKoepke says:
CO: Quantum distortion at those coordinates
CSOKrauz says:
::eyebrwos furrow::  SO:  I beg you pardon, Lieutenant.....is that anyway to speak to your direct superior?  ::eyebrows furrow::
CE_Stevns says:
*EO* Just run all the normal diagnostics
SCIKoepke says:
CSO: Actually, I was talking to the friend inside that superior.  Yes sir.  Sorry sir.
ENS-McRae says:
*CE*: Aye sir. Self: Always the normal diagnostics.  Back to real life I guess.
CSOKrauz says:
*CEO*  Chief....we have some debris in cargobay 1, could you have an engineering team take a look at that.
CMO_OMlry says:
::he talks with McCaig for a few minutes, telling him procedures here in SB::
CSOKrauz says:
SO:  ::w::  Friends offduty - all business, on duty....just remember that
CE_Stevns says:
*CSO* Yes,sir I am assigning a team, now
XO_Sulek says:
CO: Permission to inspect the debris?
CSOKrauz says:
*CEO*  Thanks Chief....Krauz out
CO_Mav says:
XO: Granted.
SCIKoepke says:
::stands straight:: CSO: Yes sir.
CSOKrauz says:
SO:  Take your station, Lieutenant
ENS-McRae says:
::runs diagnostic on transporters::
CSOKrauz says:
::goes back to the distortion, matching against other known types of Quantum distortions on record::
SCIKoepke says:
::relaxes and concentrates on sensors::
CE_Stevns says:
*EO* Get together an engineering team and send them to Cargobay 1 to clean up debris.
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: I will assign you to team 2.  Report to them in medical emergencies.
ENS-McRae says:
::checks Heisenberg Compensators.::
XO_Sulek says:
::Stands and crosses to TL:: CSO: with the Captain's permission, care to see what we brought aboard?
CE_Stevns says:
*CSO* No problem sir
FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Coming up on new target now... :: slows the ship ::
ENS-McRae says:
*CEO* Aye sir.
SCIKoepke says:
::wonders why everybody seems so aggravated today::
CSOKrauz says:
SO:  Keep working on this distortion......and what the devil that is ::points at the new sensor contact::
CSOKrauz says:
XO:  It would be my pleasure.....::pops a tricorder in hand and slips it to his belt::
SCIKoepke says:
CO: Seems like the quantum distortion is an ejected romulan singularity device
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Any questions Ensign?
OpsTrebor says:
::Adjusts power to scanners to assist in scanning anomaly::
XO_Sulek says:
CO: Permission for CSO to accompany?
CO_Mav says:
XO: Granted. Tale whoever you want.
CMO_OMlry says:
::sees ther new MO shake his head::
ENS-McRae says:
EO Jones and Crewman Franks: Come with me to the cargo bay.
XO_Sulek says:
::Enters TL waits for CSO:: Cargo Bay
ENS-McRae says:
::Heads to TL::
ENS-McRae says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Cargo Bay:
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Alright.  Again, welcome aboard and report for duty at 1800 hours.  Dismissed
CSOKrauz says:
::follows the XO::
CE_Stevns says:
::continues the diagnostics from the bridge::
CMO_OMlry says:
::shakes his hand again and sees him exit::
SCIKoepke says:
::regrets she didn't accept doc's invitation::
OpsTrebor says:
::Looks after Krauz as he leaves the bridge, then looks toward Julia::
CSOKrauz says:
XO:  I have a bad feeling about this...........::scratches at his nose absently::
XO_Sulek says:
Computer: Establish level 2 field around debris in cargo bay.
SCIKoepke says:
::shakes head, thinking: typical...::
CMO_OMlry says:
::he returns back to his reports::
ENS-McRae says:
::arrives at cargo bay with engineering team::
XO_Sulek says:
CSO:  I too do not like the looks of this.
OpsTrebor says:
::Monitors ship status as it approaches the anomaly::
CSOKrauz says:
::follows the XO as they enter the cargobay
CSOKrauz says:
::
SCIKoepke says:
::looks up and trebor and immediately returns her attention to the scans::
XO_Sulek says:
::arrives cargo bay::
CE_Stevns says:
::notices a small variation in the plasma conduits in engineering and starts to compensate the variation and starts the correct the problem.::
ENS-McRae says:
XO: EO McRae reporting with engineering team.
CO_Mav says:
*XO* Any idea on what happened? Phaser burns? Anything?
XO_Sulek says:
CSO:  It looks like an air lock
OpsTrebor says:
::Notices the quick look that Julia sent his way::Self:Wonder what that was about?
CSOKrauz says:
*SO*  Have you found any other debris?  ::whips out his tricorder::
FCO_Braun says:
:: runs a scan of the area on navigational sensors ::
XO_Sulek says:
*CO* Nothing concrete yet.
SCIKoepke says:
::takes a more specific scan of the quantum distortion area, looking for anything else::
CO_Mav says:
*XO* The second you get anything, tell me.
SCIKoepke says:
*CSO* Not so far, no
CSOKrauz says:
::begins scanning the debris, both with his tricorder and his eyes::
XO_Sulek says:
*CO* Aye
ENS-McRae says:
EO Jones and Crewman Franks: Let's figure out what happened to this thing. ::Jones and Franks move closer::
CSOKrauz says:
XO:  Care to venture an educated guess why we have a whole, Romulan Airlock door floating in space?
SCIKoepke says:
::performs an additional scan for debris, this time at higher intensity, as well as traces of any other ships::
CSOKrauz says:
::notices the Engineering team in place and working::
CE_Stevns says:
*EO*Inform me when the cargobay is cleared out.
XO_Sulek says:
::takes out tricorder:: CSO: I do not guess, but I do wonder if it is still sealed.
XO_Sulek says:
::begins to run full scan::
CSOKrauz says:
Aloud: Thats odd
ENS-McRae says:
*CEO*: Aye sir.
SCIKoepke says:
::waits for the scans::
CSOKrauz says:
::squints at the text and then the tricorder::  XO:  This is the primary, exterior hatch for a Warp Core ejection system.....
XO_Sulek says:
CSO: This is the core ejection port.  If the core is inside....
OpsTrebor says:
SO:Julia.  If they dumped they're core, they could not have gotten very far at impulse.... where are they?
CSOKrauz says:
EO:  Can you confirm some micro-damage to the hatch hull?
CMO_OMlry says:
::finishes reports and goes through inventory of medical supplies and equipment::
ENS-McRae says:
XO: No core, just the port.
CE_Stevns says:
*CSO* Would you like me to assist you, sir
SCIKoepke says:
::looks up grimly again:: OPS: I don't know.  I'm not picking up anything either.
ENS-McRae says:
CSO:  There is some molecular degradation on the hatch.
CSOKrauz says:
*CEO*  No....Ensign McRae is on top of it Chief
XO_Sulek says:
*CO* we have the core ejection port of a Romulan ship.  There seems to be some molecular degadation.
ENS-McRae says:
EO Jones: See if you can figure out what caused that micro-damage.
OpsTrebor says:
FCO:Cmdr Braun.  How far could a ship travel at impulse, in one months time?
CSOKrauz says:
::eyebrows furrowed::  Why did they blow the core.......
CO_Mav says:
*XO* We need to figure out why they ejected it...
SCIKoepke says:
OPS: I don't see why they'd eject the core if it wasn't defective
XO_Sulek says:
*CO*The CSO has just posed the same question.
CSOKrauz says:
XO:  If they blew the core, then they would only be able to manage impulse speeds - well within sensor range...we would have seen them on sensors...unless...
XO_Sulek says:
EO: What might cause the degradation of the port?
ENS-McRae says:
Crewman Franks: Let's try to get some ideas about this thing from the inside.
CO_Mav says:
*XO* Get on it, then, eh...
OpsTrebor says:
SO:Somehow they felt that they were going to lose containment.... and paniced.  Unusual for Romulans....
FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  They can't have travelled far... should be well within our scanning range...
ENS-McRae says:
XO: Not sure, still trying to find out what caused it.
CO_Mav says:
OPS: Launch a Type II Science probe continuing on the ship's corpse.
CSOKrauz says:
*FCO*  Anything on the Starfleet Boards....any unusual shipping traffic in this area?
CO_Mav says:
<course, agh>
SCIKoepke says:
FCO, OPS: Then why isn't there anything on sensors, not even extra debris?
FCO_Braun says:
:: refers to naviagtional map ::
XO_Sulek says:
CSO: unless they  were effected by the sigularity.
CE_Stevns says:
::diagnostics on the warp and impulse engines.::
CSOKrauz says:
XO:  What if they are the singularity?
OpsTrebor says:
SO:Anything around here that could hide debris or a ship?
ENS-McRae says:
XO: Maybe a metal eating bacteria.  They used to exist in the oceans of earth, but I doubt it would work in space.  I have no idea.
XO_Sulek says:
EO: could the degradation be caused by the quantum singularity.
SCIKoepke says:
OPS: Just a sec.  ::scans the area for anything that might turn out some kind of cloaking device::
FCO_Braun says:
*CSO*:  Noting showing on the navigation map, perhaps something on the sensors...
CE_Stevns says:
CO:  All diagnostics on the warp and impulse engines are complete and everything is in optimal running conditions::
XO_Sulek says:
*SO* What do the scans reveal exactly about the sigularity?
CSOKrauz says:
*FCO*  Just a random thought, Commander...thanks
CO_Mav says:
:: nods to Stevens :: I'd like you to keep a VERY close lookout on our Warp Core. If ANYTHING abnormal happens, tell me.
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Aye sir, probe being configured.
ENS-McRae says:
XO: I suppose so.  It could have cracked it to get in.  Like cracking an eggshell to color the yolk.
CE_Stevns says:
CO: Aye, sir
XO_Sulek says:
EO: If the rest of the ship was taken by a singularity or about to be wouldn't the remaining port show that effect?
CMO_OMlry says:
::finishes with inventory, then looks at hand and realizes he need practice::
CE_Stevns says:
::taps commands on the console to activate a audible alert if the status on the engines change drastically::
CSOKrauz says:
::crouches down in front of the field, thinking as he scratches at the back of his head....a habit he acquired from Millie::  Ocxyms Razor....Ocxyms Razor...
CMO_OMlry says:
Computer: Runs simulation surgery 37
SCIKoepke says:
*XO* All I'm picking up is the micro-damage, and a very focused sub-barion field.
OpsTrebor says:
::Programs science probe for the plotted course of the warbird::CO:Launching probe.
XO_Sulek says:
CSO: I think you may logically be on to something.
CSOKrauz says:
::looks up::  XO:  A sub-barion field?
CMO_OMlry says:
::preps himself to try and perform surgery::
ENS-McRae says:
XO: That's what I come up with, sub-barion field.  Should have gotten it sooner but needed to adjust my tricorder.
XO_Sulek says:
*SO* any objects in the singularity?
SCIKoepke says:
*XO*No, no objects sir.
CSOKrauz says:
EO:  How strong a sub-barion field would you need to effect a Romulan Hull?
CMO_OMlry says:
::sees simulation of appendix surgery::  Self:  I know I can do this one.  ::looks at hand again::  maybe...
FCO_Braun says:
:: pulls up navigational charts to show any refernces to habital planets ::
SCIKoepke says:
::reconfigures sensors to scan for anything she might have missed before::
CMO_OMlry says:
::begins and at first goes pretty well::
ENS-McRae says:
CSO: Not sure.  I'll check.
FCO_Braun says:
:: notices proximity alert ::
SCIKoepke says:
CO: I'm picking up...I picked up a Romulan Nacelle just now...port side
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Proximity alert.  Object to the port side....
FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Sir!  Something just showed up to port!
CO_Mav says:
FCO: Get us away from it!
CMO_OMlry says:
::soon, his hand begins to ache and starts shaking::
SCIKoepke says:
::scans for tachyon trail::
CO_Mav says:
OPS: Raise our shields...
ENS-McRae says:
Computer: What is the minimum strength of a sub-barion field that would be needed to penetrate a romulan hull.
FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Aye, sir... moving away...
SCIKoepke says:
OPS: Do you think the Romulan ship could be playing hide and seek with us?
FCO_Braun says:
:: engages at 1/2 impulse on a starboard escape vector ::
SCIKoepke says:
CO: It's gone again.
CE_Stevns says:
::continues to monitor the engines for an sort of anomalies::
CMO_OMlry says:
<computer> Life signs fading.
OpsTrebor says:
SO:I don't know.  Start looking for tacheyon emissions.
CMO_OMlry says:
Self: Damn...must keep trying.
SCIKoepke says:
Ops: I am
XO_Sulek says:
CSO: Could the rest of the ship have been drawn into a barrion field on a sub-molecular level?
ENS-McRae says:
::wonders if the computer heard him::
CO_Mav says:
SCI: That's... weird...
Host ACTDMark says:
<Computer> McRae: Unable to extrapolate
OpsTrebor says:
::Adjusts scanners band and focus::
CSOKrauz says:
EO:  Well, they are a byproduct of Warp Travel, are they not?
SCIKoepke says:
CO: Just a worse case scenario...space pirates took over the ship, ejected the warp core to lure us here, and now want to take over our ship.
ENS-McRae says:
CSO: Computer has no idea either and I'd need to run holodeck simulations to be sure.
SCIKoepke says:
::shrugs:: CO: First thing I came up with...
CO_Mav says:
SCI: :: laughs :: Unlikely.
CMO_OMlry says:
::knowing how to do the surgery and actually doing it are not happening, then throws scapel::  Computer: End Program!
XO_Sulek says:
*CO* The degradation o the port seem to be a result of a sub-barrion field.
XO_Sulek says:
<of>
SCIKoepke says:
CO: We appear to be dealing with a Romulan Warbird...
CMO_OMlry says:
::frustrated, he returns back to his desk::
ENS-McRae says:
CSO: Aye they are, but there's no way to be sure of the strengths without knowing some more about the hull design and the thickness, etc etc etc.
CO_Mav says:
:: looks at his readouts and stares into space for a moment ::
CO_Mav says:
OPS: Yellow Alert!
CSOKrauz says:
well, its a D'edrix class hull, from the look of this thing
ENS-McRae says:
CSO: I'll have the computer scan the airlock and send someone to check it in the holodeck if you'd like.
FCO_Braun says:
:: notes yellow alert ::
CMO_OMlry says:
::sees yellow alert issued::
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Aye sir, yellow alert!
CSOKrauz says:
::hears the yellow alert::  EO:  match the field strength with a D'edrix class Warbird.
CO_Mav says:
OPS: Open Communications frequencies to the general area.
SCIKoepke says:
::tries to trace the narcelle from its previous location::
CMO_OMlry says:
::hits comm badge::  MED: All Med teams report in...
CE_Stevns says:
::notices yellow alert::
ENS-McRae says:
CSO: Best guess is not the stength of the sub-barion field that is important, but the focus.
CE_Stevns says:
::readies stations for a possible upgrade to red::
OpsTrebor says:
::Slaves Tac to his console, activated defense grid:: CO:Raise shields, Capt?
SCIKoepke says:
::also keeps an eye on tachyon readings::
ENS-McRae says:
CSO: It would need to be fairly well focussed to penetrate that deeply.
CO_Mav says:
OPS: They should be raised already... I did order you to do so earlier.
CSOKrauz says:
EO:  Exactly..if we know field strength that damaged the hatch, then we can extrapolate the strength and possible locations
OpsTrebor says:
::Checks to make sure shileds are activated::
CO_Mav says:
*Nearby Space* This is Captain Dustin Maverick of the Federation Starship Quirinus! Mexera, if you hear this, respond immediately.
ENS-McRae says:
CSO: I'll get on it.
Host ACTDMark says:
<Mexera> Quirinus:  We hear you.....
CSOKrauz says:
XO:  How much do you know about Quantum Singularities?
XO_Sulek says:
CSO: If the warbird was some how drawn in to a sub-barrion field as the were about to eject the core, then the rest of the ship would be in this location on a submolecular level.
ENS-McRae says:
EO Jones and Crewman Franks: let's prgram this sucker into the computer and get some simulations running on it.  I need to know what happened to this piece of hull.
OpsTrebor says:
::Attempts to loacate source of transmission::
CMO_OMlry says:
::hears last Med team report in::  MED: Prepare for med plan alpha and standby.  O'Mallory out
CO_Mav says:
*Mexera* May I ask why you're cloaked?
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Mexera suddenly appears around the Quirinus, the Quirinus is stuck in the hollow space of a Warbird hull.
CSOKrauz says:
XO:  There are no know natural phenomena to cause that big of a Sub-barion field?
SCIKoepke says:
self: maybe they're just hostile romulans. ::sighs::
OpsTrebor says:
ALL::GASP:: Warbird decloaking!!
CSOKrauz says:
XO:  Unless they are working on.....a inter-phase cloak?
CO_Mav says:
OPS: Hold Yellow Alert.
CO_Mav says:
OPS: Weapons on standby.
ENS-McRae says:
XSO: They'd have to generate it and focus it.  Would make a mean weapon...
XO_Sulek says:
CSO: Which has somehow gone awry.
CE_Stevns says:
All: What just happened and please dont say what I am thinking
SCIKoepke says:
::slides type 1 phaser into her pocket::
OpsTrebor says:
CO:Aye sir, weapons on standby....tubes loaded but unarmed.
Host ACTDMark says:
<M> Quirinus: We can't get out....
CSOKrauz says:
EO: True...but it would take a devilish amount of power
CO_Mav says:
*Mexera* Explain...
ENS-McRae says:
CSO: you'd almost have to tap into the core of a planet...
CSOKrauz says:
XO:  So....they see the cloak is failing, try and pull the plug, so to speak, but it doesnt work and only makes matters worse
FCO_Braun says:
:: is currently at all stop awaiting orders ::
SCIKoepke says:
::comes to her senses and starts taking scans to find out what just happened::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Mexera pulls the Quirinus into a cloaking field... and into something else...
XO_Sulek says:
CSO:Exactly.  The Mexera is here but at a submolecular level.
CSOKrauz says:
::feels the ship shudder::  *Bridge*  Krauz here...whats going on?
ENS-McRae says:
CSO: And they eject the core to do so because they need to cut all power.
OpsTrebor says:
::Watches as the Q is cloaked... and more::
XO_Sulek says:
EO: Other than planet what could they use for such energy.
FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Sir, we are being pulled... I am not sure if I can stop it!
ENS-McRae says:
::Wonders why the Earth is moving::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Mexera and Quirinus appear in some kind of energy field.. and the core begins to breach...
Host ACTDMark says:
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